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Abstract:
Study background and aims: Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is one of the most frequently performed
interventions in departments of general surgery. One of the most important aims in achieving
perioperative stability of these patients is diminishing the impact of general anesthesia on the
hemodynamic stability and the optimization of anesthetic drug doses based on the individual clinical
profile of each patient. The objective of this study is the evaluation of the impact monitoring the depth
of anesthesia through Entropy (state entropy – SE and response entropy -RE) has on the
hemodynamic stability and on the doses of volatile anesthetic.
Material and Methods: This is a prospective, observational, randomized, monocentric study carried
out between January 2019 and December 2019 in the Clinic of Anesthesia and Intensive Care from
the “Pius Brînzeu” Emergency County Hospital in Timișoara, Romania. The patients included in
the study were divided in two study groups; patients in Group A (target group) received
multimodal monitoring that included monitoring of standard parameters and of Entropy (SE and
RE), while patients in Group B (control group) only received standard monitoring. Anesthetic dose
in group A were optimized to achieve a target entropy of 40-60.
Results: 68 patients met the inclusion criteria and were allocated to one of the two study groups,
Group A (N=43) and Group B (N=25). There were no statistically significant differences identified
between the two groups for both demographical and clinical data (p>0.05). Statistically significant
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differences have been identified for the number of hypotensive episodes (p = 0.011, 95% CI 0.1851
to 0.7042) and for the number of episodes of bradycardia (p < 0.0001, 95% CI 0.3296 to 0.7923).
Moreover, there was a significant difference in the Sevoflurane consumption between the two study
groups (p = 0.0498, 95% CI -0.3942 to 0.9047).
Conclusions: The implementation of the multimodal monitoring protocol that includes the standard
parameters and the measurement of Entropy for determining the depth of anesthesia (SE and RE)
lead to a considerable improvement in perioperative hemodynamic stability. Optimizing the doses
of anesthetic drugs based on the individual clinical profile of each patient leads to a considerable
decrease in drug consumption as well as to a lower incidence of hemodynamic side-effects.
Keywords: state entropy; response entropy; general anaesthesia; patient safety; recovery.

1. Introduction
Globally, laparoscopic cholecystectomy is considered to be the most frequently performed
intervention in the field of general and abdominal surgery [1]. During the last years the incidence of
pathological processes of the gall-bladder has increased with over 50% in certain regions [1].
Therefore, the number of patients admitted for specific laparoscopic interventions has increased
significantly, leading to an increase in the number of postoperative complications. These reflect both
in the clinical evolution, with increased length of stay and decreased patient satisfaction, as well as
in the economical segment of healthcare [1,2].
A series of recent guidelines recommend multimodal monitoring of general anesthesia for
increasing patient safety. The minimal mandatory monitoring includes pulse oximetry,
electrocardiography, non-invasive monitoring of arterial blood pressure (NIBP), capnography
(EtCO2), fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2), fraction of expired oxygen (FeO2), anesthetic gas
concentration, airway pressure, and temperature. Recent recommendations focus on the introduction
in the daily routine of certain additional parameters such as degree of hypnosis monitoring (depth of
anesthesia), the evaluation of nociception-antinociception balance, and neuromuscular transmission
monitoring. Depending on the clinical profile of each patient, advanced monitoring can be further
extended by introducing special parameters for the evaluation of hemodynamic status.
However, a high number of general anesthetics are carried out with no advance monitoring,
based only on clinical signs such as lacrimation, sweating, changes in heart rate and blood pressure,
or major ventilatory imbalances that could be directly correlated with the degree of hypnosis.
Another parameter routinely used but questioned in the last years is the minimum alveolar
concentration (MAC). Based on the literature researchers have concluded that MAC cannot guarantee
a balanced anesthesia as it can vary based on different factors such as the type of surgery, patient
comorbidities or age.
The most common techniques used for monitoring the degree of hypnosis are systems based on
EEG-signal interpretation [3–6]. One of the most widely studied parameters in this area is the
bispectral index (BIS) and the Entropy – which further includes State Entropy (SE) and Response
Entropy (RE). Even with them available, at the time being there is no gold standard for monitoring
the degree of hypnosis in general anesthesia. In order to integrate technology in clinical practice it is
preferred to apply the concept of multimodal monitoring that includes both the monitoring of the
degree of hypnosis, as well as the classical hemodynamic and respiratory variables.
The main objective of this study was to analyze the statistical and clinical impact of a multimodal
monitoring protocol that includes classical monitoring parameters as well as depth of anesthesia
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monitoring through Entropy. Secondary objectives are analyzing the impact on drug consumption
and analyzing the general clinical prognosis of these patients.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study population
This is a prospective, observational, randomized study that was carried out in the Clinic for
Anesthesia and Intensive Care of the “Pius Brînzeu” Emergency County Hospital, Timișoara,
Romania between January 2019 and December 2019. The study is part of a larger group of clinical
study of the Department for Research and Medical Education of the Romanian Society of Anesthesia
and Intensive Care in Romania (www.srati.ro). The identification code in the ClinicalTrials.gov data
base is NCT03210077. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the institution and all the
procedures respect the Helsinki Declaration for clinical studies and patient safety.
The included patients were randomized in two study groups; the multimodal monitoring
protocol was implemented in patient Group A or the target group (heart rate, HR, bpm; blood
pressure, BP, mmHg; peripheral oxygen saturation, SpO2, %; capnography, EtCO2, mmHg; State
Entropy, SE; Response Entropy, RE; inspired oxygen fraction, FiO2; minimum alveolar concentration,
MAC); in Group B or the control group general anesthesia was guided based on standard procedure
(heart rate, HR, bpm; blood pressure, BP, mmHg; peripheral oxygen saturation, SpO 2, %;
capnography, EtCO2, mmHg; inspired oxygen fraction, FiO2; minimum alveolar concentration,
MAC). Based on the study protocol the patients’ inclusion criteria were as follows: age – over 18,
gender - male and female, surgical procedure – laparoscopic cholecystectomy, inhalational general
anesthesia with Sevoflurane. The exclusion criteria were: pregnancy, septic shock, massive
hemorrhage, ketamine administration, and total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA). Patient allocation to
the study group was randomized using online software (http://www.randomization.com).
2.2. Measurements and data management
Study data was processed from the prior approved monitoring form. The data were filed
electronically by the “”Data Officer”, later being de-identified and secured under a password in the
study data base. The study data base included demographical and clinical data of all patients in the
study, as well as values of the monitored parameters based on protocol, as follows: individual patient
code, gender, age, ASA score, type of surgery, surgery duration, RE and SE values, heart rate, systolic
blood pressure, peripheral oxygen concentration, minimum alveolar concentration, gas flow,
inspired oxygen fraction, number of hemodynamic events – hypertension, hypotension, tachycardia,
bradycardia. Doses of used anesthetic drugs have also been recorded for Fentanyl, Propofol,
Rocuronium, Sevoflurane, vasopressor drugs and maintenance fluids given in the perioperative
period. Regarding the hemodynamic parameters data recording was carried out based on the
following scheme: time of start – before orotracheal intubation (M0), followed by continuous
recordings at every 15 minutes (M15, M30, […]), with the last recording at ± 5 minutes before
extubation (Mext).
For the characteristic hemodynamic events these were considered as follows: hypotension if
systolic blood pressure dropped under 70mmHg, hypertension if systolic blood pressure increased
with over 20% compared to the start value; bradycardia for heart rate under 45 bpm, tachycardia for
heart rate over 100 bpm. For study Group A general anesthesia was optimized based on the Entropy
values which was maintained in the 40-60 interval based on current guidelines. In study Group B
general anesthesia was guided based on classical schemes of drug dosing and optimization.
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2.3. General Anaesthesia and Monitoring
After the admissison in the operating room (OR) all patients were monitored using a standard
monitor (Carescape B650, GE Healthcare, Helsinki, Finland). SE and RE were monitored using the
same device with the Entropy module attached (E-Entropy Module, GE Healthcare, Helsinki,
Finland). Entropy sensors were places on the forehead of patients in Group A based on the producer’s
guidelines. During induction all patients recieved the same drugs based on local protocols.
Mechanical ventilation and hypnosis was achieved through continuous administration of
Sevoflurane by using the same anesthesia machine for all patients (both in Group A and in Group B)
(Avance CS2, GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, US).
2.4. Statistical analysis
All clinical data were registered in the electronic study data base by the “Data Officer”. The
electronic GraphPad 7 (Graphad Software Inc., CA, US) was used for the statistical analysis.
Regarding the statistical methodology for quantitative values we calculated the mean and standard
deviation, while for qualitative values we calculated frequency and percentage. The confidence
interval 95% (95%CI) was also presented as an argument for statistical differences. The Student t test
(normal distribution) and the Mann-Whitney U test (non-normal distribution) were applied for
comparison between numerical values. Multiple comparisons were carried out using the one-way
ANOVA test. Statistically significant differences were considered for a p<0.05.
3. Results
3.1. Clinical and demographical characteristics
Between January 2019 and December 2019 68 patients have been identified as eligible for the
study based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The total number of patients presenting with the
studied pathology was N=105 but a number of these were excluded from the study protocol. After
applying the randomization protocol 43 patients were allocated to Group A and 25 patients to Group
B. No particular events have been recorded in either of these groups that could have led to the
exclusion of certain patients from the study (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Study flowchart and data processing methodology
For further statistical evaluation we first compared demographic and clinical data (Table 1) of
patients in Group A and Group B, with no statistically significant differences. The Chi square-test
with 1 d.f. was used for analyzing the gender distribution. The Student t-test (two-tailed, unpaired)
was used for the comparison of the other values. The Confidence Interval (95%) was also presented
for all the analyzed characteristics.
Table 1. Clinical and demographical characteristics of the study groups
Characteristic

Group A
(N=43)

Group B
(N=25)

95% Confidence Interval

Statistical p
value

Age, years, mean ±
SD

51 ± 16.51

52.20 ± 13.79

-6.620 to 9.020

> 0.05

Weight, kg, mean ±
SD

87 ± 2.71

91 ± 1.99

-5.445 to 7.012

> 0.05

Gender, M, N (%)

7 (16.28)

6 (24)

-10.8233% to 28.7947 %

> 0.05
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ASA Score, I, N (%)

10 (23)

3 (12)

-0.5716% to 27.4520%

> 0.05

ASA Score, II, N
(%)

24 (56)

17 (68)

-11.9231% to 32.8672%

> 0.05

ASA Score, III, N
(%)

6 (14)

5 (20)

-11.3628% to 26.5172%

> 0.05

HR at M0, bpm,
mean ± SD

78.48 ± 13.87

75.32 ± 14.28

-10.46 to 3.616

> 0.05

SAB at M0, bpm,
mean ± SD

136.5 ± 22.47

134 ± 17.51

-12.97 to 7.917

> 0.05

SD, standard deviation; M, male; N, number of patients; HR, heart rate;
SAB, systolic blood pressure; M0, time before intubation/moment 0; p,
statistically significant for p < 0.05

3.2. State Entropy and Response Entropy expression
After induction of general anesthesia in Group A we observed a decrease in the value of both SE
and RE. At Mo the mean values for SE and RE were 91.37 vs. 97.47 (mean difference -6.100). After
orotracheal intubation and stabilization of the degree of hypnosis the mean values for SE and RE
were becoming progressively equal (M15: 48.14 vs. 50.07, mean difference -1.930; M30: 48.56 vs. 48.60,
mean difference -0.0400). Interestingly, after reducing the Sevoflurane concentration and the degree
of hypnosis the difference between the mean SE and RE increases to the initial value. Following this
trend, before extubation, at Mext, the mean values for SE and RE reach 88.60 vs. 94.09 (mean
difference -5.490) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. SE and RE expression. A: correlation between SE and RE values, p=0.7620, 95% CI: 0.9812
TO 0.9982, r = 0.9942, R2 = 0.9884; B: evolution of SE and RE in time; C: expression and allocation of
SE in time; D: expression and allocation of RE in time.
An important aspect for general anesthesia in the minimum alveolar concentration of volatile
anesthetic agent (MAC). Interestingly enough, in our study the mean MAC value after the first 15
minutes of general anesthesia was 0.8349 for Group A vs. 0.9080 for Group B. Based on the
correlations between MAC values and SE, and MAC values and RE in Group A there was no
statistical correlation (Figure 3). There was a statistically significant difference for the correlation
between MAC values in the two groups (Group A vs. Group B) with p = 0.0008, r = 0.8112, R2 = 0.6580,
and 95% Confidence Interval 0.4705 to 0.9414
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Figure 3. Statistical correlations for MAC and SE/RE. A: correlations for SE and MAC (r = -0.9583,
r2 = 0.9184, 95%CI -0.9878 to - 0.8630); B: correlations for RE and MAC(r = -0.9519, r2 = 0.9043, 95%
CI -0.9855 to -0.8402); C: Bland-Altman analysis of MAC values; D: MAC value over time
The mean OR time for patients in Group A was 73.14 ± 30.14 min vs. 84.60 ± 29.79 for patients in
Group B. There were no statistically significant differences between the two groups (p=0.1337, 95%
Confidence Interval -3.610 to 26.53, mean difference 11.46 ± 7.548), a very important aspect when
analyzing mean Sevoflurane consumption.
Regarding Sevoflurane consumption, Group A showed a mean consumption of 144.1 ± 69.86 mL
compared to Group B where the mean was 185.8 ± 60.33. Volatile anesthetic consumption over time
has expressed statistically significant differences between the two groups. Group A had a mean
consumption of 2.191 ± 1.440 mL/min (lower 95% CI of mean 1.748, upper 95% CI of mean 2.634,
variation coefficient 65.73%) vs. Group B 2.446 ± 0.9849 mL/min (lower 95% CI 2.040, upper 95% CI
2.853, variation coefficient 40.26%). The mean difference between the two groups was 0.2553 ± 0.3253,
and 95% CI - 0.3942 to 0.9047. Statistically significant differences have been identified between the
two groups regarding the consumption of anesthetic gas, with Group A having a lower threshold
(p=0.0498) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Statistical analysis of Sevoflurane consumption (mL/min) between the two study groups
3.3. Hemodynamic stability during surgery
In the present study hemodynamic stability was assessed based on a number of different
parameters. These parameters included: heart rate (HR, bpm), systolic blood pressure (mmHg), and
the number of recorded hemodynamic events such as hypotension, hypertension, bradycardia, and
tachycardia. In Group A were recorded a number of 1.6/N (N=43) of hemodynamic events, of which
17 (24.4%) – hypertension, 19 (28.4%) hypotension, 12 (17.9%) tachycardia, and 19 (28.4%)
bradycardia. In Group B were recorded 2.84/N (N=25) hemodynamic events, of which 21 (29.6%) –
hypertension, 14 (19.7%) hypotension, 21 (29.6%) tachycardia, and 15 (21.1%) bradycardia. For a more
correct appreciation of the number of adverse hemodynamic events these were reported to the
number of patients in each group (Table 2).
Table 2. Hemodynamic changes in study Group A and study Group B
Group A (N=43)

Group B (N=25)

No.

No.

% of

No.

No.

% of

Hemodyna

Hemodynamic

Hemodyna

Hemodyna

Hemodynamic

Hemodyna

mic Events

Events / Patient

mic Events

mic Events

Events / Patient

mic Events

17

0,4

25,4

21

0,84

29,6

19

0,5

28,4

14

0,56

19,7

12

0,3

17,9

21

0,84

29,6

19

0,5

28,4

15

0,6

21,1

67

1,6

71

2,84

No.
Hyperte
nsions
No.
Hypote
nsions
No.
Tachyca
rdia
No.
Bradyca
rdia
Total
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For the statistical analysis of the two groups, the results show a significantly lower number of
hypotensive events in Group A (p = 0.011; 95% CI 0.1851 to 0.7042; min 0 : max 2; 25% Percentile 0,
75% Percentile 1; Range 2). Statistically significant differences were noticed for bradycardia, with a
decreased incidence in Group A (p < 0.0001; 95% CI 0.3296 to 0.7923; min 0 : max 1; 25% Percentile 1,
75% Percentile 1; Range 1). There were no statistically significant differences for hypertensive events
(p = 0.3547; 95%CI -0.1349 to 0.3712; min 0 : max 1; 25% Percentile 0, 75% Percentile 1; Range 1) or for
tachycardia (p = 9.2866; 95%CI -0.1357 to 0.4520; min 0 : max 1; 25% Percentile 0, 75& Percentile 1;
Range 1) (Figure 5). The distribution for the number of events in each group shows that in Group A
the most of patients experienced no bradycardia, a very low number of patients experienced 1
episode (N=10, 83.33%), and only in isolated cases two bradycardia events were recorded (N=1,
8.37%). On the other hand, in Group B, an increased number of patients experienced at least one
episode of bradycardia (N=21, 84%). The hemodynamic changes represented by hypotension follow
a similar trend. Most of the patients in Group A, 76.47% presented only one blood pressure drop
(hypotension), while only 11.77% presented two hypotensive episodes. In contrast, 86% of patients
in Group B presented with one episode of hypotension. Although from the distribution perspective
tachycardia and hypertension events were different, these differences were not statistically
significant. In the case of tachycardia 84.21% of patients in Group A presented with one episode and
5.26% presented with three episodes. 60% (N=15) of patients in Group B presented with one episode
of hypertension. The distribution is similar, being 100% in Group A with one episode and 56% in
Group B (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Statistical and graphical analysis of perioperative hemodynamic changes. A: number of
bradycardia episodes; B: number of tachycardia episodes; C: number of hypotensive episodes; D:
number of hypertensive episodes
The analysis of the dynamics for heart rate (HR, bpm) in the two groups revealed important
statistical variations. In Group A there were statistically significant differences recorded for the
hemodynamic changes between M0 and M15 (p < 0.05), M0 and M30 (p < 0.05), M0 and Mext (p <
0.05). A similar tendency was recorded for Group B, with significant differences between M0 and
M15 (p < 0.05), M0 and M30 (p < 0.05), M0 and Mext (p < 0.05). For systolic blood pressure (SAB,
mmHg) differences were statistically significant in Group A between M0 and M15 (p < 0.05), M30 (p
< 0.05), M45 (p < 0.05), and M60 (p < 0.05). In Group B significant differences were recorded for a
longer time span, as follows: M0 and M15 (p < 0.05), M30 (p < 0.05), M45 (p < 0.05), M60 (p < 0.05),
M75 (p < 0.05), M90 (p < 0.05), M105 (p < 0.05), M120 (p < 0.05), M135 (p < 0.05), si M150 (p < 0.05)
(Table 3 and Figure 6).
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Table 3. Statistical analysis of the dynamics for heart rate and blood pressure

0
HR (bpm)

Group B

Group A

M0

M15

M30

M45

M60

M75

M90

M105

M120

M135

M156

M165

Mext

MEAN

75,9

75,4

76,1

77,3

79,3

81,8

82,1

82,6

82,7

76,0

74,0

72,0

82,9

SD

13,9

11,7

12,1

11,3

13,4

12,5

12,2

16,8

10,8

0,0

0,0

0,0

9,8

M15/M0

M30/M0

M45/M0

M60/M0

M75/M0

M90/M0

M105/M0

M120/M0

M135/M0

M150/M0

M165/M0

Mext/M0

< 0.05

< 0.05

> 0.05

< 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

-

-

-

p

< 0.05

MEAN

74,9

69,3

67,6

69,9

70,0

75,0

76,4

73,4

75,8

80,5

89,0

89,0

94,6

SD

14,4

6,3

7,7

9,6

8,9

9,1

8,3

8,8

9,5

10,9

11,1

9,9

18,2

M15/M0

M30/M0

M45/M0

M60/M0

M75/M0

M90/M0

M105/M0

M120/M0

M135/M0

M150/M0

M165/M0

Mext/M0

< 0.05

< 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

< 0.05

> 0.05

< 0.05

p

Group B

Group A

SAP (mmHg)
MEAN

136,6

121,4

122,2

122,7

119,3

118,8

130,2

122,7

127,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

136,6

SD

23,9

24,1

19,8

17,9

14,6

15,1

23,8

4,6

5,2

0,0

0,0

0,0

15,7

M15/M0

M30/M0

M45/M0

M60/M0

M75/M0

M90/M0

M105/M0

M120/M0

M135/M0

M150/M0

M165/M0

Mext/M0

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

0< 0.05

< 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

-

-

-

p

> 0.05

MEAN

134,0

109,9

112,0

118,5

117,7

113,9

112,6

116,6

115,0

114,3

117,8

105,0

129,4

SD

17,5

16,3

21,0

18,6

19,7

15,5

14,3

11,8

12,5

14,5

19,9

11,3

12,0

M15/M0

M30/M0

M45/M0

M60/M0

M75/M0

M90/M0

M105/M0

M120/M0

M135/M0

M150/M0

M165/M0

Mext/M0

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

< 0.05

> 0.05

> 0.05

p
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Figure 6. Statistical analysis of mean differences for heart rate (A and B), blood pressure (C and D)
4. Discussion
Common technologies for monitoring degree of hypnosis/depth of anesthesia are represented
by BIS, Entropy (SE/RE), and Narcotrend index. From a technical point of view, BIS is based on the
analysis of EEG variations. Bispectral analysis is characterized by the sub-variable called
”SynchFastShow” and is mathematically defined as the logarithm of the sum of all bispectral peeks
in the 0.5 – 47 Hz interval. Narcotrend index is based on EEG classification at different stages based
on the degree of hypnosis. In this manner the stages were classified as ”A = awake” and ”F = very
deep level of anesthesia”. The technology is based on the statistical analysis of EEG signals associated
with the stages that indirectly account for the depth of anesthesia. For a more user-friendly interface
in clinical practice the technology transforms these stages in numerical values in the interval between
0 and 100. The Entropy is a technology that integrates two methods – deciphering of EEG signals and
the electromyography (EMG) of face muscles. Therefore, Entropy becomes a mathematical concept
used for the interpretation of non-linear dynamic data that gives tow values – state entropy (SE) and
response entropy (RE). Technically, SE is characterized by the Shannon Entropy [7], the first
discovered and studied parameter. RE shows the regularity of frequency distribution in the 0-47 Hz
interval and includes both EEG and EMG activity. In contrast, SE only includes EEG analysis and
calculates frequencies in the 0-32 Hz interval [8,9]. In our study the patients in Group A that received
multimodal monitoring had a mean value for SE and RE in the reference interval of 40-60. In the
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clinical practice there are numerous cases where modulating the depth of anesthesia becomes
imperative, especially in the case of elderly patients with many comorbidities. Such a group is
represented by patients proposed for cardiac surgery where higher medication doses lead to
increased hemodynamic instability. This field has drawn attention to patients needing
cardiopulmonary by-pass, as these patients are usually also receiving beta-blockers and other
hypotensive medication. In these situations classical monitoring parameters are no longer reliable for
monitoring the depth of anesthesia [10]. Another important fact is that recent studies have not shown
a strong correlation between BIS and Entropy monitoring in these situations. Lehmann et al., have
reported a lack of correlation for BIS and Entropy in their study [11]. A similar study has been carried
out by Meybohm et al., showing a very important aspect for cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary
by-pass regarding hypothermia. The group has reported significant correlations between BIS and
Entropy under the conditions of normothermia (BIS vs. SE: r2 = 0.56; BIS vs. RE: r2 = 0.58), but lower
correlations between the two parameters for hypothermic patients (BIS vs. SE: r2 = 0.17; BIS vs. SE: r2
= 0.18) [12]. Musialowicz et al., have also shown low correlations between BIS and Entropy in patients
under cardiopulmonary by-pass[10]. Ma et al., have carried out a study regarding the impact of
anesthetic drugs doses in cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary by-pass. This research group has
reported a significant decrease in the propofol and sufentanyl consumption in the case of patients
who received Entropy monitoring (p < 0.05). Another important factor that M et al. have reported is
the positive clinical impact on hemodynamic stability in case of Entropy monitoring, with their
control group needing higher vasopressor doses (p < 0.05) [13].
From recent clinical practice it is a known fact that surgical procedures that involve a laparotomy
imply a longer and more difficult recovery. These patients experience more often a series of adverse
phenomena such as lack of energy, prolonged fatigue and a more difficult reintegration in their dayto-day lives. Apart from these the literature has reported other side effects after surgery such as pain,
longer periods of analgesic medication, nausea and vomiting, loss of appetite, increased bleeding risk
and increased risk for infection. These are some of the reasons why surgical techniques have evolved
in the last decade, with laparoscopic surgery becoming routine practice worldwide. Once this new
technique was used at a larger scale a series of aspects regarding general anesthesia arose as
important parameters for monitoring. One important aspect associated with general anesthesia for
laparoscopic surgery is that of perioperative respiratory and ventilatory dysfunctions such as
volutrauma, barotrauma and atelectasis. The main cause for these complications is the increased
intra-abdominal pressure that pushes the diaphragm and doubles the pressure in the thoracic cavity.
By maintaining a higher than normal intra-abdominal pressure the main factor that favor
complications are increased pressure, the patient’s position and carbon dioxide absorption [14].
In our study one of the main objectives was to monitor the impact of general anesthesia on
hemodynamic stability during this type of procedure. The hypothesis was that modulating the
anesthetic doses based on the individual needs of each patient might have a positive impact on
perioperative hemodynamic stability. In other words our study focused on optimizing the
Sevoflurane doses by monitoring the degree of hypnosis/depth of anesthesia based on the Entropy
(State Entropy-SE and Response Entropy-RE). The main mechanisms influencing the hemodynamic
stability of patients that undergo laparoscopic surgery are the impact on venous return, on
myocardial contractility, and the increase in systemic vascular resistance [15]. A high percentage of
these patients have a decrease cardiac output with hemodynamic collapse due to increased intraabdominal pressure that leads to the compression of the inferior vena cava and further decrease of
venous return. Furthermore, the increased vascular resistance leads to an increased motor load of the
heart with tachycardia, increased blood pressure that can lead to hemodynamic colaps. [16–20]. It is
a known fact that one of the pharmacodynamic effects of volatile anesthetics is their impact on the
heart function [21–23], but it should be noted that apart from its effects on the hemodynamic status,
Sevoflurane also has cardioprotective properties. From a molecular point of view the cardioprotective
effects are attained through its action on adenosine triphosphate sensitive channels that can be found
in the cardiac myocites. Tanaka et al., have shown that Isoflurane can have a beneficial cardiac
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preconditioning effect by modulating mitochondrial potassium channels after the activation of
adenosine-triphosphate [24]. The beneficial effects on the clinical prognosis have also been proven
for Propofol. Recent studies have shown that total intravenous general anesthesia (TIVA) with
Propofol is associated with fewer postoperative side-effects [25–27]. Among these are a decrease in
postoperative pain, modulation of the cerebral blood flow, a decrease in intracranial pressure, and a
lower incidence of postoperative nausea and vomiting. The study carried out by Kawano et al., on
the implications of Propofol and Sevoflurane on the postoperative side-effects concludes that by
using this drug combination the incidence of specific side-effects is significantly lower [28]. In our
study we have shown that by optimizing the doses of inhalational anesthetic guided by Entropy we
obtained better hemodynamic stability. In the patients included in the study group (Group A) we
have noticed a statistically significant decrease in the incidence of hypotensive episodes (p<0.05), as
well as in the incidence of bradycardia (p<0.05). No implications have been noticed for tachycardia
or hypertensive episodes (p>0.05).
A series of recent studies and recommendations have proven the need for implementing
multimodal monitoring protocols in general anesthesia for laparoscopic surgery. Most of them refer
to hemodynamic and respiratory monitoring. In the recent years there have been extensive debates
on introducing as routine the monitoring protocols for parameters capable of determining the depth
of anesthesia, the nociception – anti-nociception balance, and the neuromuscular transmission [29–
31]. In regard to hemodynamic monitoring the balance favors the invasive monitoring of arterial
blood pressure. In the case of patients with associated cardiovascular comorbidities, monitoring
techniques are more complex, bringing vital information on the filling pressure of the heart, on the
preload and systemic pressure distribution. Regarding mechanical ventilation, in the case of patients
undergoing laparoscopic surgery, pressure based ventilation is preferred. Moreover, PEEP titration
based on the clinical context reduces the specific side-effects of alveolar collapse [32]. More attention
should be given to the cardiovascular stability of these patients and to a continuous adaptation of the
PEEP value based on their hemodynamic profile [33–35].
Numerous studies have shown a series of correlations between BIS and the anesthetic doses,
incidence of side-effects or recovery time, but only a few have shown strong statistical correlation
between the plasmatic concentration of anesthetic drugs and the BIS signal expression [8,36]. This
fact comes only to confirm the need for an individualized approach towards general anesthesia based
on the particular needs of each patient. Shah et al., have carried out a study on the impact that entropy
monitoring can have on the hemodynamic status and have reported a positive influence on
hemodynamic stability, as well as a reduction in anesthetic doses [37]. A similar study carried out by
Riad et al., reported a reduction in Propofol doses with 37.1% in the Entropy monitoring group
compared to the control (p<0.05) [38]. Tewari et al., have studied the recovery time and the anesthetic
drug doses in patients that underwent transvaginal oocyte retrieval under general anesthesia. The
study group have proven that entropy monitoring led to a decreased Propofol consumption with
6.7% (p=0.01). They have also reported needing lower opioid (Fentanyl) doses (p=0.007). An
important aspect has been noted in the recovery room where in the case of the group with entropy
monitoring only 10% of the patients needed supplemental post-operative analgesia, compared to the
control group where 28.3% of patients needed supplementation (p=0.01) [39]. Wu et al., have also
reported a statistically significant decrease (p<=0.05) for Sevoflurane consumption in the entropy
group (27.79 ± 7.4 mL vs. 31.42 ± 6.9 mL). Furthermore, they have proven the positive impact on
hemodynamic stability compared to the control group (p = 0.043) [40]. In our study we have identified
a similar trend as Group A had a significantly lower Sevoflurane consumption compared to the
control group (p = 0.0498). Another study on the impact of entropy on anesthetic drug doses was
carried out by Vakkuri et al., reporting significant differences between their study groups, with a
positive impact on recovery time in the case of patients that benefited from entropy monitoring [41].
El Hor et al., carried out a similar study on patients undergoing laparoscopic rectosigmoidectomy.
They have reported decreased Sevoflurane consumption in the group where general anesthesia has
been optimized by using the entropy (5.2 ± 1.4 mL/h vs. 3.8 ± 1.5 mL/h, p = 0.0012). For the same group
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they have reported improved hemodynamic stability, with a decrease in the hypotension incidence
(p = 0.03) [42].
Postoperative recovery is another very important aspect, both from the functional and the
cognitive point of view [43]. It is a well-known fact the surgical stress and general anesthesia can
impact cognitive and neurological recovery. Zhang et al., have carried out a study on th impact of
Sevoflurane and Propofol in on the neuro-cognitive recovery. They have concluded that intravenous
anesthesia with Propofol has less side-effects that inhalational anesthesia with Sevoflurane [44]. This
is another essential argument for introducing hypnosis monitoring based on EEG analysis. Kadoi et
al. have proven in their study a minimization of neurological impact in the case of intravenous
anesthesia with Propofol in the elderly [45]. A similar study carried out by Radtke et al., on the
implications of depth of anesthesia monitoring on the post-operative recovery. They have observed
a delirium incidence of only 16.7% in the group where depth of anesthesia was monitored compared
with 21.5% in the control group (p = 0.036). They have also shown the lack of cognitive imbalance
later on, but with no significant differences at 7 days (p = 0.062), and at 90 days (p = 0.372) [46].
Postoperative complication rate has been shown to vary between 20% and 42% [47]; they have an
impact both on the clinical outcome of patients, as well as on the OR management and patient outflow
[48]. This is due to longer times of stay in the recovery room and longer hospital length of stay [49–
52]. Another important aspect directly connected to the postoperative complications is the
economical aspect of the medical system, with increased costs in these situations. The main causes
for secondary complications are hemodynamic instability with a direct effect on dopaminergic,
muscarinic and serotoninergic receptors. The central and peripheral opioid receptors are also affected
by both over- or under-dosing of anesthetic drugs [53–57].
One limitation of these monitoring techniques is the lack of evidence in pediatric patients. Both
entropy and BUS present low statistical correlations in the pediatric population under 1 year of age.
Davidson et al., have studied the performance of BIS and Entropy in different pediatric groups. They
have designed different study groups for certain age intervals 0-1 years, 1-2 years, 2-4 years, and 412 years. Following this study they concluded that for children under the age of 1 there are big
differences between the measurements both for Entropy and for BIS. They did not report significant
differences between the two technologies [58]. Another limitation of both the technologies is given
by the concomitent administration of ketamine [59]. Once ketamine is administerd the value of both
parameters are increased and the correlations are no longer valid. Hans et al., have studied the effects
induced by ketamine on the depth of anesthesia monitoring techniques and have reported a
significant change in the expression of BIS/SE/RE [60].
One very important aspect is represented by the environmental impact of volatile anesthetics.
From a chemical point of view, volatile anesthetic gases are organic halogenated compounds that
negatively impact the ozone layer. Moreover, they persist in the atmosphere for longer periods of
time, contributing to global warming. Brown et al., in a study on the impact of anesthetic gases –
halotane, desflurane, and enflurane on the ozone layer concluded that their remanence time is 2.5 to
21.4 years [61]. Apparently the volumes used seem small but worldwide annually pharmaceutical
companies deliver millions of liters of volatile anesthetics. A recent study estimated that a medium
sized hospital in the US uses around 1000 L of volatile anesthetic yearly[62].
The limitations of our study are the lack of monitoring for the nociception-anti-nociception
balance and that no correlations have been made between this parameter and the consumption of
Fentanyl. Last but not least the study did not focus on the post-operative recovery time and no data
have been collected on the neurocognitive recovery at 24 and 48 hours.
5. Conclusions
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In conclusion we can say that multimodal monitoring that includes both classical parameters
and monitoring of the depth of anesthesia through Entropy improves perioperative hemodynamic
stability. Our study has shown a decreased incidence for both hypotension and bradycardia episodes
in the group that benefited from multimodal monitoring with personalized anesthetic dosage based
on the Entropy value. Furthermore, we have recorded a decrease in Sevoflurane consumption in the
group where general anesthesia was optimized with the help of Entropy.
We can conclude that by adapting the general anesthetic technique based on the individual
needs of each patient, clinicians can achieve and individualized anesthesia with a significant positive
impact on perioperative hemodynamic stability and on the consumption of volatile anesthetics.
Finally we can underline the increase in patient safety and the improved therapeutic management by
adapting current practice towards a personalized medicine tailored for the individual needs of each
patient.
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